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IEEE ICCE 2024 Las Vegas - Call for Organized Special Session Proposals

Announced May 28, 2023

Dear Professors and Colleagues,

Greeting! Hope this email finds you very well.

IEEE 42nd International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE 2024) is pleased to invite you to contribute to the flagship conference of IEEE CTSoC Society in Las Vegas, United States. The conference website is now open, and we invite you to visit the ICCE 2024 website at https://icce.org/2024.

ICCE 2024 is now calling for Organized Special Session Proposals from university and industry researchers in the consumer electronics field. Each organized session is expected to have five to six papers, and each organizer should prepare an overview of the organized session or session scope. The organizer must be responsible for selecting papers and ensuring publication quality.

If you would like to organize an organized session, please submit a proposal to the following organized session chairs: Minoru Watanabe (minoru.watanabe@keio.ac.jp) and Pei-Jun Lee (pejlee@msu.edu). The proposal should include the following information:

1. Session title
2. Session overview or scope (abstract)
3. Organizer information: names, contact email addresses, and a short bio
4. List of prospective papers, including authors, affiliations, and titles

The ICCE 2024 committee will select the organized session proposals based on the topic and quality. The selected organized sessions will be notified to the organizers. Please note that the organizers must ensure the quality of organized session papers. If the number of accepted papers in a special session is too small or less papers in a special session are accepted, the special session may be canceled, and the accepted special papers will go to regular sessions.

Please find the attached proposal file here. Please fill it in whichever format you prefer and submit it to us by June 1, 2023.

Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact us.
IEEE GEM 2023 - Call for Papers

- Announced July 6, 2023 (Deadline: July 21, 2023)

Witness what happens when technology and the arts collide at the IEEE CTSoc Gaming, Entertainment and Media conference. This premier conference brings together leading researchers, academics, and industry professionals to explore the intersection of technology, games, entertainment, media and the arts.

Join Us for GEM 2024 in Turin, Italy

The Conference

View the Program  Download the Proceedings

With exciting networking opportunities, you'll have the chance to share and discover cutting-edge research, ideas, and experiences on the future of consumer technologies. From interactive technology to storytelling, from artificial intelligence to immersion in virtual reality, from emerging art & design techniques to health care, ethics and privacy, GEM is the venue.

Go to IEEE GEM 2024 Edition
IEEE ICCE Berlin 2023 - Call for Papers

Announced July 12, 2023 (New Deadline: July 20, 2023)

Dear All,
The Chairs of the ICCE-Berlin 2023 conference have set a new deadline for paper contributions.
The new dates are reported below:

Paper Submission: July, 20th, 2023
Acceptance: August, 3rd, 2023
Camera Ready Paper: August, 17th, 2023
Presentation Ready: August, 17th, 2023

You are welcome to submit your valuable contributions through Edas at the page: https://edas.info/N30739

For more information, please visit: https://www.icce-berlin.org/

Best,
IEEE Consumer-Board of Governors Members-at-Large Call for Nominations 2024

Announced Sep 13, 2023

Candidate nominations are now being accepted for the 2024 IEEE Consumer Technology Society annual elections ballot for the Board of Governors (BoG) positions to serve as Members-at-Large for a three-year term, starting January 1, 2024.

According to IEEE CTSoC Bylaws, Member-at-Large candidates shall have actively participated in CTSoC activities prior to serving in this role. Activities include volunteer positions such as serving no less than three years as an active member in CTSoC Standing Boards and Committees (as specified in the Bylaws Article 143, serving in CTSoC organizing conference committees and being familiar with CTSoC governing documents [Bylaws, Constitution, and Policies and Procedures], and CTSoC activities [conferences, publications, technical activities, industry activities and Standards, education activities, and membership development], and Society structure. Only IEEE members that hold Consumer Technology Society membership in good standing shall be eligible to serve on the CTSoC BoG.
Call for Special Issue Proposals for IEEE Consumer Electronics Magazine (CEM)

Announced Sep 19, 2023
Technical Talks organized at the Technical Activities of TCs in IEEE CTSoC

- Prof. Steve W. Y. Mung will give Technical Talk from MDT-TC in March 2024
Propose ways to boost TC members engagement and to recognize service, as well as ways to identify/recommend most active members

From TC Board meeting minutes:

- K. Sugiyama said he would be against deciding, as TC Board, that all TCs have to request to each of their members a yearly summary of/report on their activities, since they are volunteers and interested in CTSoc, and it is first important to make sure that they are kept engaged.
- A. Tonacci suggested that a solution could be “in the middle”.
- R. Abdullah said it will be important to find the right balance between service offering, on the one side, and monitoring/requesting information, on the other side.
- H. Thapliyal said that, should there be a budget assigned from CTSoc to that, a possibly to raise engagement could be to propose TAs/TC-wide projects to be developed by TCs and their members. F. Lamberti said he will ask in the next ExCom/BoG meeting whether there is this possibility and how to proceed, in case.
- K. Sankar added that further engagement could be created around standardization activities. In this respect, he proposed an initiative regarding medical data. VP Industry and Standard Activities, R. Abdullah expressed his availability to discuss the proposal further in a separate call.
Discussion

Q&As

Thank you